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PREFACE

the flinistry of Education initiated the development of a series of Discussion
Papers In the general area of Adult Special Education. The papers are intended
to stimulate discussion with regard to the implementation of the Ministry's
policy on Adult Special Education in specific areas or wit-b specific target
groups. In pat the Ministry's Policy states that

the Ministry of Education views adult special education iiS'an
integral part of the total educational enterprise within
public education institutions. It is the policy of the
Ministry of Iducation that those disabled adults yihose 'needs
can be met by a public educational instituti4 will have
reasonable access to appropriate learning opportunities.

When reviewing this paper, the reader should he aware that there is already in
place a multitudesof policies which guide the Post-Secondary system and within
which all program areas must. function. For example, the concept of local
programs has evolved trom the, assumption that .in most cans individual
institutions are best ahl e to deterfilinethe educational nPeds of their respective
.communities. In order to operationalize this principle there is a consensus that

1 block grants are preferable to designated funding schemes. In addition, new
course proposals originate with the institution and are put forward via the
regular,proqran approval process.

It is hoped that this paper will generate informed discussipn of this import:rine'
program area.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Adults with hearing impairments. haVe a full range of educational needs,

and with adquate provisions., are able to successfully complete almost all
.

educational programs, available to their hearing peers. However, because_, of the

paucity of appropriate educational opportunities most adults in British 'Columbia

with hearing impairments do not continue their education beyond the age of

nineteen. By' conservative estimatesi, such adults participate in colleges and

provincial institutes at a rate which is ten to fiiteen times nailer 'than that

of the rest of thki population. As a result, hearing impairments become limiting

handicaps . which severely,-reduce the possibilities for independent and productive

living:

1

4

In this paper it is :recommended that more appropriate, adequate, efficient

and effective educational provisions be estab ished for adults with hearing

impairments. . On the basis of a review of significant efforts elsewhere and the

currently limited 'provision in the pvovince, it is suggested that a provincial

centre
t

be established at one.. publi-c educational institution in the lower

mainland. This centre would have a tompreh6nsive r'a'ge of special progams and

services. It would ,also be-mandated to provide assistance and support to other

colleges and provincial institutes, Upon request, as they attempted to/establish

more limited, basic services for inaividuals or small groups.

The keys to providing proper educational opportunities are seen as (1) the

development of clear policies, (2) the use of consultative, community-based

planning methods, and (3) most importantly, the recognition of adults with

hearing impairments as full partners in the planning and delivery of educational

service and programs.

44
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RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of the information contained in this report, it is recommended

that the Ministry of Education take the following s

)
eps:

1. Reco gnize the right of adults with hearing impairments to enjoy full

access,to appropriate public educational opportunities.

2., Designate a central resource for the education of adults with hearing

impairments at an existing public educational institution in the

. province, giving this institution a mandate for the provision of (a) a

comprehensive high quality group of -special programs and services, and

(b) assistance, resources and special services to ,other public

educational institutions in the provinCe wishing to offer basic

services, as appropriate.

3. Form a consultative r committee, including persons wieh hearing
v, .

impairm/ents as well as educators and representatives of \other

governmental and service agencies, to advise on X11 mAtters relat.ing to

the educatMn of Adults with hearing 'impairments.)

4. Initiate a provincially available training and upgrading program for
*

Interpreters which will provide the basis for quality and professional

interpreting services.

Develop models and resources for training programs for notetakers and
atutors for adult students with hearing impairments.

6. Issue policy guidelines on the education for adults with hearing

impairments while encouraging the development of complementary policies

In other ministries.

/. FOripulate a three-year provincial development plan for the education of

adults with hearing impairments.
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7. Develop and implement a method of assessing the educational needs of

and recommending educational options for adults with hearing

impairments as they leave the school system and prepare to enter the

post-secondary system.

-8. Provide for much greater coordination between the schools and the post-
,

secondary systems--and within the pbst-,secondary system--in relat.iOn to

concerns such as the transition of students between the systems and the

sharing of special equipment as well as information.

9. Actively pursue and take responsibility for a coordinated inter-

ministerial approach to the provision and f6nding of educational

counselling, interpreter, notetaking and tutorial servi'es in colleges

and provincial institutes, as required.

10. Conduct and participate in research into matters such as relev,ant
ft

instructional methods, recently developed special equipment and

vocational opportunities 'for adults with hearing impairments.

9
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I. INTRODUCTION

1

A. Aifoeus on educational policy

0Education has long since ceased to he a luxury or a privilege for most

British Columbians, yet for adults with disabilities, particularly those with

hearing impairments, any form of education or training is indeed a privilege

that few can hope to enjoy.

The Ministry of Education's recent policy statement_ on Adult Special

Educiation (March l98i) staes:-

It is the policy of the Ministry of Education that those disabled
adults whose needs can be met by a public educational institution
will have reasonable access .to appropriate learning
owortunities.-

Many of the educational needs of adults with hearing impairments could indeed Vu

met by pub,lic institutions if relevant policies were developed and adequate

support services and programs were provided. To 'date, such services have.been

Available only on a very limited basis. As a result, adults with hearing

impairments cannot be said to have "reasonable access" to appropriate learning

oppor/tinities in the public educational system.

The Ministry of Education's policy statement on adult special education

(ASE) deals with much more than reasonable access. It encourages public

educational institutions to coordinate their activities with other agencies,

:develop appropriate curricular resopurces, create innovative programs, provicie

needed support services, and the full range of often hiddeii obstacles

which can exclude adults with disabilities from participation in public

education. The policy indicates that public educational institutions have'an

important role to play in helping adults with (disabilities to achieve greater

independence. In sum, it lays a basis for A much more appropriate and adequate



commitment by the province to the education of adults with hearing impairments

as well as other kinds of.disabling conditions.

This paper is intended to provide a focus for the discussionof what that

commitment might be. It is not a policy statement on the part of the Ministry

of Education. RatlIvr, it is an examination of those policies which might be

articulated and implemented if adults with hearing impairments are to have

greater educational opportunities in the near future.

B. History of the project

This paper represents, several years of widespread discussion in the

province. It is based upon a wide variety of research and- background, study,

including:
fr

1. The discussions of a broadly-based advisory committee with membership

from public education, other governmental agencies, community stiOort

services and the hearing impaired community itself;

2. The work of a travelling team of resource people from the province who

visited eight prominent centres for the education of adults with

hearing, impairments In.several regions of North America;

3. A review of relevant literature;

4. A one-day conference on the topic, which provided ample opportunity for

discussion and' participation On the part of the lower Mainland hearing

impaired community, and an update on the progress of the project;

5. Discussions with other concerned groups, initiated by collegewault

special education (AS4) coordinators throughout the province, followed-

up by workshops at ASE professional development events;
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6. Many other formal and informal discussions throughout the province.

The origin and highlights of the process of development are outlined below.

In 1977 the Ministry of Educ'ation established an Advisory Council on the

Education of the Hearing-Impaired in British Columbia. The Council formed a

sub-cOmmittee on post-secondary edu tion in June, 1978. During the summer of

1978, a resuarch student conducted a survey of provincial universities, colleges

and institutes regarding education andv.training opportunities (Maiborski,

19/8). In July 1981, the Council asked the Ministry to study tjle educational

needs, of adults with hearing impairments. Eventually, the Council and the

Continuing Education Division of the Ministry embarked on the project whtvli has

culminated in this report. Since that time, the Council Nip ceased to exist,

but many of those-who were actYve on the post-secondary sub-committee continued

to be active on the advisory committee for thi project.

In the spring of 1982, work, on the project commenced when four persons from

British Columbia visited eight outstand4 centres for the education of adults

with hearing impairments In North America. They were Lynn Siddaway, Executive

Director of the Western Institute for the Deaf; Henry Viug,'a representative of

the Greater Vancouver Assocation of the Deaf; Byrl Kalk, .interpreter at the

4Western Institute for the 'Deaf; and Jake McInnis, Principal of "East Kootenay

Community College. )his group visited post-secondary educational institutions

in the cities of Toronto and Winnipeg and the states of New York,, Minnesota,'

Washington and California. Subsequently they made a report on their visits,

recommending that a centralized, continuous and comprehensive vocational

trainin, program be developed in the province (Vlug, 1982).

In ti winter of 1983, the advisory committee to the project-was ,formalized

and expanded to include representation from. colleges, the Western Institute for

`the Deaf , the Vocational Rehabilitation Services of the Provincial Ministry of

Labour, the Greater Vancouver Association' of the Deaf and the Federal Public
4

tService Commission. Jake McInnis continued to serve as chairperson. Diana
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Ellis ot Vanc'ouver was retained as a project researcher with the primary

responsibilities of assisting the advisory committee as At discussed relevant

questions, and Irafting a report.

In April 1983 the Ministry of Education, the Western Institute of the Deaf

and Vancouver Community College co-sponsored a one-day workshop at the college's'

King Edward Campus. This workshop, entitled "Post-Secondary Educational

Opportunities for Adults wits Hearing ImpaArments", watt attended by

approximately seventlY people. It ,provided an oppogunity.to discuss the present

situation in British Columbia; consider a report on provisions elsewhere from

the group who had travelled outside British Columbia; and hear the concerns

raised by the many adults with hearing impairments and others ih attendance. In

the months following the conference, this report. was completed.

-The provision of more adequate and appropriate educational opportunities

for adults with hearing impairments in British Columbia will continue to be

discussed and explored. The paper is a contribution to that discussion.

C. Purpose of t e-report 4

This report is intended to

1. describe 'and clarify the post-secondary educational needs ot adults.

with hearing impairments in British Columbia;

2. examine current provisions in British Columbia and elsewhere;

3. examine the most likely options for futufe develilment; and

4. propose specific recommendations for Ministy of Education action.

Section 2 examines the educational needs and the learning conditions

required by adults with hearing Impairments. Section 3 describes current

educational opportunities. in the province. Section 4 summariiis h,ssons
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which can be learned from an analysis of special provisions elsewhere in North
mh

America. Section 5 discusses some alternatives for future developments.

D. Glossart

The following list

discussion paper.

4.1

L?rms is intended to clarify theiF use in this

Hearing impairment: a generic term which describes all levels of

hearing loss that result in significantly reduced access to educational*

opportunities. As used here, this term applies to all deaf persons and

only those hard of hearing persons who have very significant

impairments.

V
Deafness: a hearing loss so severe that the person can only understand

speech primarily.by means of visual cues (f.e., signing and/or speech-
.

reading).

Hard of hearing: a person who is hard of hearing can understand speech

primarily auditorily, with or without, a hearing aid and with minimal

necessity for visual cues. The hearing loss may or may not interfere

with full access to educational opportunities.

Oral hearing-impaired jerson: a hearing-impaired person who does not

use sign language, but who uses residual hearing in conjunction with

speech reading in order to understand speech, and who communicates

orally.

Sign: a. unit of sign language which represents a concept. A sign is

made with either one or both hands formed in distinctive handshapes.

A sign has a -location, orientation and movement which are

peculiar to it.
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American Sip Lanpahie: a visible iaoguage that is linguistically

independent ot English. lta signals are handshapes and movements that

represent words, concepts or letters of the English alphabet. It is

also known as ASL and Ameslan.

Finvrspellinc the spelling out of words and sentences one letter at

a time on the hands, using the manual alphabet.

Signed English: the upe of signs from American gIgn Language within an

English syntactic oyder.

f;
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2. THE NEEDS

A. The )opulatiou and its educational nerds

'7

All of the evidence collected for this report indicates that adults

with hearing impairments have a full range of educational needs. Depending

on their goals and present skills, they may require vocational and career

training, academic as well as adult basic education and continuing

,education. Available information tends to indicate that vocational

training is the need most strongly felt by the hearing impaired population
ro

itself. Adult basic and preparatory education is also a priority.

Adequate provision is necessary in every area.of educational concern.

Because of the padeity of appropriate educational opportunities in

British 'Columbia, most adults with hearing impairments do not continue

their education beyond the age of nineteen. Those that do often leave the

province to pursuT ...their educational goals at places such as Gallaudet

College in Washington, D.C.

It is difficult to estimate the number of adults with heariirg impair-

ments presently living in the province. Figures obtained from many sources

in the course of' this project indicated that there are from 6,000 to

10,000 people so affected. Much of this population is located in the Lower

Mainland. Additional population pockets are located in the Victoria,

Prince George and Kamloops areas.

As of Jqnv 1983, the Vocational Rehabilitation Services of the Minintry

of Labour knew of 49 B.C. students with hearing impairments attending

post-secondary educational institutions and participating in credit

programs in the province, in other parts of Canada and the United States.

Because the Ministry of Education does not keep similar figures, Phis in

ti

1 71
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4

the best available figure concerning the participation of adults with

hearing impairments in post-secondary educatfon.

if the figure of 7,500 adults is taken as a conservative population

estimate and the Ministry of Labour's statistics are used as a base

estimate of participation by adults with heating' impairments in the public

education -system, it can be seen that the m ted participation rate of'

adults with hearing impairments is cons derably less than that of the

population as a whole. By these .conse vative estimates, it is ten to

fifteen timesitOwer.

Successful educational programs elsewhere in North America indicate

that this situation is not related to any innate incapacity on the part of

adults with hearing impairments to learn and function successfully in

educational settings. The source of the problem lies elsewhere. It lies

in the nature of the available educational opportunities. It is not a

matter of potential, it is a matter of opportunity. Adults with hearing

impairments in British Columbia have much less of an opportunity towgain

access to educational opportunities than the_ToTulatiorl as a whole. For

vereiyre

affecting their chances of leading_ independent and self-determining
4;

Estimating the number of potential adult students with hearing-

impairments is essential for adequate program planning. In 1982, the.

Ministry- of Education knew of 1,454 hearing-impaired-'students in British

Columbia elementary and secondary schools. Of those, 159 were enrolled in

Jericho Hill School for the Deaf in Vancouver, and 1,295 were enrolled in

other public schools throughout thq province.

These numbers,v.indicate one future group which might Reek further

educational opportunities. Another source of need stems . from the

significant "batAlog" of those who have been out of the school systet'for

some time, but have been unable to access appropriate educational

s
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opportunities because of the conditions described throughout this report.

The Western Institute for the Deaf, for example, limates that well over

100 of its present clients in the Lower Mainland area would be referred to

training programs in public educational institutions if appropriate support

services and programs were available.

It would be useful for the Ministry of "Education to more accurately

determine the numbers of adults with hearing impairments interested in

pursuing; further education. Even this cursory review clarifies the fact

that Tliere is a constituency which would seek educational opportunities--
.

if they were available.

B. Obstacles to educational opportunity

There are many reaon6 why hearing-impaired adults have difticulty in

accessing educational -opportunities. Indeed, most students with hearing

impairments face several consistent obstacles' in their search for

edlicat ion. Here are some typical obstacles.

*The educational institution at which the student wishes study is
inaccessible, not having an y (or enough) support services av ilable.

*The student and/or institution cannot obtaining fuhding for
interpreters and notetakers.

*Individualized and appropriate admission procedures to programs are
not available.

*The student does not wish, or perhaps is not able to re-locate to

places where specially designed programs and services are
available.

*A predominant attitude on the part of educators and others, often
including the student, that adults with hearing impairments are not
able to participate in or benefit frOm normal public educational
programs.

I
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Adults Asith hearing impairments require the same access to educational

opportunities as their hearing peers. Just as all human beings do, they have the

right and the ability to learn. if they are to exercise that right and develop

that ability through the use of formal educational provisions, the education

system itself must first leakn and then change accordingly. A number of4,

consequences should then follow.

First, there should be a co-ordinated resportre to the,challengt3. Piecemeal

funding and program developmentokl undertaken without decision-making and

participation from concerned agenCies, consumer's and public educational

institutions in all regions oft the province,, is neitheY productive nor

NI%

apptopriate.

Second, ..should'. be a clearly stated public policy, expressed through

0

guidelines and public statements, regarding educational provisions. It

must be made clear that adults with hearing impairments do have a right to

public education provisions.

.

Third, there should be the development of adequate, appropriate, efficient

and effective support services and special instructional programs, where

appropriate.

Fourth, admission to public educational programs should be based on

individualized, appropriate-procedures.

Fifth, there must be leadership and commitment from all sectors of the

public educational system.

C. Necessary conditiorts for improved learning opportunities

A number of conditions of learning are needed for optimum use of

educational opportunities by adults with hearing impairments., These

include the development of appropriate policy; the provision of suitable



support services; the use o individual admission and assessment

procedures; and the pursuit of c mmunity-based program planning strategies.

Taken together, these conditions point to an essential concept: if the

situation outlined in the last section is to be altered, the publlc

education system needs to adapt as much as, or more than, adults with

43, hearing impairments.

1. Policy

k A critical first step in providing imlooved learning conditions is the

development (If clearly articulated policies regarding Juncftng .guidelineH,

and the pruyision of educational Opportunities. These' policies thould be

developd by the Ministry of Eduttatioh, post.-seC'ondary education

institutions and other ministries, with the actiye advice of adults with

hearingAnpairments and those agencies which represent their needs, The
)

Ministry ofkEducation should assume a central role in coordinating such a

policy development process. If the Ministry does not take this action,

there is little chance that there will be appropriate programs and services

in British Columbia.
IS%

2. Support services

Whatever their choice of educational opportunities, comprehensive

and adequate support services are primary requirement for adults with ir

hearing impairments in public educational settings. While support

service needs will vary depending on the kinds of communication skills

students have previously acquired, trained interpreters, tutors,

counsellors and notetakers are commonly needed. Each of these

resollceSliust be provided when required.

Th impo rtance of these support services cannot be overstated.

Most students. with hearing impairments have significant difficulties in'

mastering the communication skills required in educational programs.
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As a result, signing and oral-hearing imps red students--as ,well as

many hard of hearing students--often requ re modifications in the

language used in instructional settings and learning materials. Unless

such modifications take place, students may have difficulty

mastering otherwise acceslible subject matter. They may also have to

face bar'riers which have no relatioftship to those they might face in

employment and other social settings. A flexible approach to such

reading. and language difficultiesIN is essential, ajd may be focussed

through support services The following is a brief deseTiption of the

most important components of such4services.

a. Trained interpreters for the deaf

An interpreter is a person who is trained and qualified to

facilitate communication between hearing and non-hearing persons. One

who knows finger spelling and some signs, or who simply repeats the

spoken word so that it can be lip-read, is not an interpreteip An,

interpreter must have a high level of special skills which are formally

certified. It is important to realize that interpreters do not solely

assist persons !with hearing impairments. Interpreters enable hearing

and non-hearing person's to communicate with one Another.

Interpreting is difficult and time-consuming. Students require

interpreters for lectures, group activities, seminars and interviews

with instructors. An interpreter Is often required for as many hours a

day as the student is present at an educational institution. Indeed,

occasionally a full-time student can require the equivalent of a full-

time interpreter. The need for interpreter service will Vary for each

student.

0
6ti
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b: Notetakers

A notetaker, in this context, is someone who is trained to take

accurate notes that are useful for adults with hearing impairments.

Notetakers are necessary because it is practically impossible for an

adult with a hearing impairment to pay attention to what is being said

by an' instructor and to take notes at the same time. If the notetaker

is another student, that student should not be taking the course.

Ideally, .notetakers should have some training and 'should be paid for

their work, In some instances, volunteers can be used; but they should,

be used cautiously. Volunteer notetakers should always receive some

training and have access Ill'expert advice.

c. Tutorial assistance

The majority of students with hearing impairments benefit from
(

individual tutoring in order to. participate in eduCational programs

satisfactorily. Many students require tutors simply to enhance the

work undertaken in the classroom. For others, tutoring may involve

sbme language and reading upgrading, or a remedial reading course.

d. CounsellineL assistance

Students with hearing impairments often have more need of

counsellors than do regular students. Extra help is needed in deciding

on realistic vocations, in dealing with problems related to housing,

transportation;' and many other issuesil Good counsellors play a

critical role in helping students to continue progressing in

educational settings.

To work most effectively, counsellors should have specific

training in all matters relating to hearing impairments, be skilled in

sign language, and be able to communicate with oral students with
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hearing impairments. Minimally, counselling stay should be encouraged

to participate in training and awareness programs on the education of

adults vtith Rearing impairments.

.d

e. S.eech and hearing services

The
,

services of an audiologist and speech/language therapist
%

should be available, upon need, to students with hearing impairments.

Such services are often available to children, but they have not often

been made available to adults.- As a consequence, adult students can,

and do, suffer much pain and frustration.

institutions cannot Expect

speech/language therapists, on

responsibility to

prqessionals more available.

While public eauca,tiorl

have fulltime audiologist or

staff, they should recognize their

make the availability of the services of these

f. Other support services

Other support services, which should be provided, resources

permitting, are sign language training/for regular staff; advanced A

and technical signing classes; orientation workshops for new students;

speech reading classes; career add educational exploration programs;

and related inservice training for instructional and support staff.

The provision of technical aids (hearing aids', FM systems, etc.) should

also be ensured-. Teachers, other staff, and students should be

instructed in the use of technical aids.

3. Individualized admission and assessment procedures

A vital condition of learning for adults with hearing impairments is the

use of individual assessment methods to decide if particular students should be

admitted to particular programs or courses. The key to this approach is to

ensure that the hearingimpaired student's disability does not result in a

24
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situation where normal procedures. discriminate in abnormal ways' against

acceptance into a public education setting.

/ Since people with hearing impairments have different language capabilities,

individual assessment offers wrelatively non-discriminatory approach to program

admission. Such procedures mac be relatively straightforward. The necessary
1

competencies required of a student to enter and succeed in a particular program

are claried. Then, an individual evaluation of the student is made to

determine it, with appropriate support services, the student can effectively

take part in the program.

Program evaluation and examination procedures for students participating

in, or preparing to exit from educational programs present similar challenges.

Successful exit from 'programs should be based on how well adults with Oaring

impairments meet the competencies set out as learning objectives in the programs

in which they, are enrolled`. 'Again, because such adults often have different

communication skills, decisions about passing or failing such students should be

based on individual evaluation, rather than, for example, mass .testing. Such

procedures result in more accurate and equitable assessments.

Valid procedures for testing functional abilities are particularly

important in light of the attitudinal barriers that often lead to uninformed or

incorrect prejudgements of capabilities. Tests and evaluations ust be

structured and used -carefully to ensure they do not discriminate

unintentionally. Test adminfstratots should be experienced in testing

individuals with hearing impairments. f If these cautions are tobserved,-the

results should reflect more accurately the student's aptitude or achievement

level, or whatever other factor the tests purport to measure.

4. Community -based planning_ s tegies

It should' be clear that an) extensive range of educational services is

necessary' to create proper lehrning conditions for adults with hearing
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Effofctive educational planning shou1,4 involve all groups

concerned, and should take into account:

1. the number of hearing-impaired people in the immediate

geographical region;

2. the number who wish to access educational opportnnitiks;

3. the special medical, educational and socialservices for persons

with hearing impairments presently existing in the region;

4. the range of programs and services which the local post-secondary

institutions.

0
4

Satisfactory fulfilment of the foregoing criteria may create t critical mass

necessary for the sid'cesSful and cost-'efficient development of a comprehensive

range of specialized educational programs and services.

Critical mass is formally defined as the amount of material needed to

maintain a nuclear chain reaction. In the context of this report,_critical mass

, means the gathering of enough pdtential students, support services and community

services, as well as a broad enough grouping of educational programs, to create

a milieu which would maximize learning. Only where a critical mass is

established can compreheniiive educational provisions be established. 'More basic
ti

provisions for an individual or small groups may be made elsewhere, but care

must then be taken to observe minimal standards of quality are to be observed.

Decisions about the development of special programs and services for adults

with hearing impairments have to be made carefully. Whether educational

provisions are intended to be comprehensive or basic, such deCision can be madi

only on .the basis of community-based planning strategies which involve a wide

range of concerned people and, appropriate agencies.

4



There is t clear need to identify more accurately the actual numbers of

ad4Its with fieiitring impairments who mikht avail themselves of increased public

educardOnal opportunities in the province. A recent report prepared by the

Collec Of NeW'CAledonia, .1,:9Vering that college'segion as well as the regions
- e

i

of CaribOoand Northwest. Cotlegps provides an example of how this work could be

done (Davies', 1983). 0

The need for trained interpreters, tutors, notetakers, and counsellors

is also clear. Other support services that. should be developed as- part of a

comprehensive effort include sign language training for regular education staff,

technical and advanced signing classes, speech reading classes, orientation

classes, career exploraUln programs, and special equipment provision.

i.

The need for a policy that encourages admission to and exit from courses

and programs base514.on individualized assessments is crucial; it is also likely

to be difficult to put into practice, given current attitudes and normal

procedures concerning admission and assessment criteria. More discussion and

research on thisilmatter is required.

The problems are difficult and multi-faceted, but the goals are worthy.

Two keys to the thoughtful and meaningful solutions which will enable adults

with hearing impairments to enjoy a proper and full range of educational

opportunities are: (1) clear, . provincially applicable policies, and (2)

community based planning, as described above. Effective implementation need to

take., account of current educational provisions*" for adults with hearing

impairments in British Columbia and elsewhere. These current provisions are the

suhrecf of the next two sections of this paper.

lorr
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CURRENT PROVISIONS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA: RESOURCES AND GAPS

A. Overview

This section reports on ourrent provisions for the education of adults with

hearing impairments in British Columbia. Included are descriptions of the

services offered by Vancouver Community College's King Edward Campus and the

4K. other colleges in the province. Services available through, the Western

Institute for the Deaf, the Vocational Rehabilitation Services of the Ministry

of Labour, the Ministry of Human Resources and service clubs are also

described.

B. Vancouver Community College

V
I. Services for.adults with hearing impairments

Through the Adult Special Education (ASE) Department at King Edward Campus,

students wi+ hearing impairments ma
'A

tend alapecially designed program which

provides instruction in life skills, esearch and career orientation skills,

as well as those basic eduta tonal skil s which are required for admission into
rt

further academic or vocational raining or for directly finding employment. The

department also offers part-time courses in mathematics, communication and

speech-reading for those students who cannot attend full-time. The department

operates a highly individualized program on a continuous intake basis. This.is

the only cluster of specially designed programs in the province.

The following btatement from the King Edward Campus calendar for 1982/83

regarding services for disabled adults also applies to adults with, hearing

impairments: Oft

A person with exceptional needs arising from a physical, a

communication or a learning disability need not restrict "his/her

choice of courses to those offered by the Adult Special

2
.0"
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Education Department. If a candidate can adequately latisfy admission
requirements to College Foundations, Communication Ots, or Training
and Development Programs, King' Edward Campus will endeavour to

accommodate his or her special requirementH...instructional assistants
can serve as readers, braillists and on-campus guides for the visually-
impaired and as interpreters/notetakers for the hearing-impaired.

Although the college goes on to note that such human resources are presently

416quite limited, it indicates that students with hearing impairments may also take

orientation classes, upgrading classes (from the basic literacy to Grade 12

level), vocational classes, and the first two years of university transfer

courses. Such students are encoundka to participate, to as great an extent as

possible, in regular classes with the provision of support services such as

interpreting, taxoring and F-M loopless hearing aid equipment.

In the 1982 winter {session 21 hearing-impaired students enrolled half-time

(15) at King Edward CAmpus. Twelve of these studInts were full-time (30)

There were seven part-time students attending regularly. There Were also four

hearing-immired students attending the Langara campus of the College and two at

the Vancouver Vocational Institute, all receiving assistance in varying degrees,

from the ASE Department of the King Edward Campus. One of tOoFflangara students

and two of the King Edward students were blind as well as deaf. Two others also

had visual impairments.

2. Training for the Para-vrofessional worker with the hearing_ and visually
1.

The King Edward CaMIPTin training program for the para-proferional wbrker

with the heartng and visually impaired accepts twenty students for each Len-,

month program. This program is an expansion of the former training program for

the para-professional worlwr with the hearing-impaired, but training in relation

to the special needs of the visually-impaired has been added to enhance the
44

employment opportunities of the graduates.
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3. Iiirt.L114an rt2fmeTral.liza

King Edward Cappus also offers part-time sign language classes. During the

1982 winter session, more. than 180 hearing students were enrolled in these

courses. The courses are free of charge to faculty and staff.

C. Other Colleges

Adult special education coord nati g personnel work at thirteen of the

colleges in ittsh Columbia. To da e, significant populations of hearing-
.

impaired person have been identified in the Victoria, Kamloops and Prince

George areas bz these staff and limited assistance has been offered to some

of those who wish to attend local colleges. Lack ,Of interpreter and other

ecial services as well as inadequate' funding :have been identified as

mo problems.

Douglas College offers upgradlng for those who are working as

interpreters, sign language training and a prograt entitled "Dealing with

Your Hearing Loss". Northwest Community College offers an eight-week

career exploration program for special needs students. During the spring

of 1983, yiitee hearing; impaired students were in attendance. Beginning

Ei

40

signing classes are al o offered. The College of New Caledonia, Northern

Lights College and Cariboo College offer night school signing courses
N

through their continuin, education divisions. These signing 4ilasses are
I

largely attended by hear6sIg adults. Each of these college's has a small

number of students with hearing impairments in attendance at various

times.

Recently, Northwest College and Cariboo College, under the sponsorship

of the College of New Caledonia, engaged a researcher to determine the

number of hearing-impaired students ;VI° would be interested in and able to

attend a post-secondary institution. The resulting report outlines present

provisions and potential needs in these regions`(Davles, 1982).
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D. Western Instilute for the Deaf

The Western institute for the Deaf (WID) offers interpreting services,

assistance in making arrangements for program funding, vocational and

personal counselling, audiological assessment and job placement services.

W1D will also arrange funding for students who need .technical aids.

Although the 'Institute has a provincial mandate, most of its services are

provided in the Lower Mainland and, to a more limited extent, Victoria.

1. lnteriretinti services

WID proviides interpreting services- primarily for those adult

students with hearing impairments in the Lower Mainland who use sign

language. Such students attend day or evening classes at community

'colleges, the Pacific Vocational Institute and the University of

British Columbia. The services are partially funded by the Ministries

of Education and Labour and the Universities Council.

0

From September 1981 to April 1982, WID provided interpreting

services totalling 1,889 hours for 21 adult students. This work was--

undertaken by film WID staff interpreters and three freelance

interpreters. WID also provides the services of a coordinator/

sipervisorlfor its interpreter services. As this person monitors the

performance of interpreters, the quality control ensur ' that students

%receive services of a high and uniform standard. It less likely

that they will fail 'due to the perform4nce of an inadequate

interpreter. 4

2. Counselling services

WID offers vocational and personal counselling to students who are

WID or Vocational Rehabilitation Services (VRS) clients before and

during training. Counsellors play a role in coordinating services for

31



the hearing-impaired client. They assist the client in making

vocational choices and dealing with referrals to other agencies. They

also advocate on their behalf and maintain close liaison with other

involved'a'gencies.

E. Vocational rehabilitation services

Vocational Rehabilitation Services (VRS)-, a part of the provincial

, Ministry of Labour, has a provincial 'hearing-impaired committee which

meets monthly to review and assess clients referred for services. Members

of the committee include personnel from the Canada Employment and

Immigration Commission, Jericho Hill School for the Deaf, King Edward

Campus of Vancouver Community College, and the Western Institute for the

Deaf. In June 1983, VRS carried a total caseload of 130 hearing-impaired

clientp in B.C.

VRS also funds, through the Western Institute for the Deaf, the

delivery of primary services to vocational rehabilitation clients with

hearing impairmentp in Vancouver and' Victoria. These provisions include

counselling, interpreting, audiological services and some administrative

costs.

Persons interested.in vocational rehabilitation services either apply

directly to VRS or, more commonly, are referred byUorD, Jericho School,

the Ministry of Human Resources or individual teachers. Funding can be

provided (within a limited budget) for tuition, books, supplies, transport

costs, and a basic maintenance allowance. In 1982/83, several British

Columbia students with hearing impairments were attending Gallandet College

in Washington D.C. through full or partial funding from VRS.
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F. Ministry_ of Human Resources

Limited funds are available from this ministry to sponsor students in

post-secondary programs and the purchase of special equipment where

needed.

'G. Service Clubs

Financial assistance had been obtained individually basis by: adults

with hearing impairents for some specifiVeducational programs and

technical aids.

H. Summary

This review of current provisions for the post- secondary education of %

adults with heairing impairments in British Columbia' indicates why the

percentage of such students who participate in public education is very
-----

low. There are considerable non-educational resources available to adults-7\

with hearing impairments. There is little coordination of these resources,,

however, and there are significant gaps in their educational complements.

With the exception of V.

r
Icouver Community College's special programs and

services, and scattered services at a handful of other colleges in the

province, there are no current provisions in the public educational system
A

,specially designed for adults with hearing impairments.

There Ls clearly a need for more provisions for adults with hearing

impairments and for a better coordination of all available .services.

Because of the limited nature of the current prmiisions in British

Columbir many of those who are concerned about the educational

opportunities have looked to well-regarded programs in other parts of North

America for models and ideas. The next section of this paper outlines some

of the exemplary practices observed in program such as these.



IV. CURRENT PROVISIONS ELSEWHERE: LESSONS TO BE LEARNED*

A. Overview

As mentioned earlier, a carefully selected team from British Columbia

visited several outstanding Canadian and American centres for the education

of adults witalphearing impairments in the spring of 1982. Further research

ywas then undertaken on these and other institutions with special programs.

Among the institutions visited and/or studied were:' Grant MacEwan

Community College,in Edmonton, Red River Community College in Winnipeg,

George Brown-College in Toronto, the National Technical Institute for the

Deaf in Rochester, New York, St. Paul Technical VocatiOnal

Institute in Minnesota, Seattle Community College in the state of

Washington, California State University at Northridge, Ohlone College in

Fremont, California, a4 Los Angeles Trade-Technical College in California.

Not all of these centres offer programs -and services which are fully

developed or entirely adequate. While each has sorything to offer in the

way of useful knowledge, no one of them can provide an exact blueprint for

what is required in British Columbia. A few, including the National

Technical Institute for the Deaf and the St. Paul Technical Vbdational

Institute, have much to offer. Out of a comprehensive assessment of these

Programs, there emerge several clear lessons for British Columbians to

learn and build upon, as they seek to augment current educational oppor-

tunities fif adults with hearing impairments in the province.

B. Exemplary Practices

Ten exemplary practices are to be noted from the review of programs

elsewhere in North America. They are as follows:
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1. The proper locatfon for,educational provisjons for adults with hearing

impairments is within already established 'educational institutions

which cater to the needs of all sectors of the adult populatiP.

2. With pro'Per support services, adults with hearing impairments can

/succeed in most instructional programs in which their hearing peers

succeed.

3. People with hearing impairments face unique communiction's problems

which are quite different from the needs of students with other kinds

of disablding conditions. Therefore, the nature extent of the

special services required lnvolvN different kind of ex ertise and,

often, different personnel.

4. Special services for persons with hearing impairments flourish best

when they are staffed, to a significant extent, by qualified persons

who themselves hav'e hearing impairments. Such staff'' mat serve as role

mod(As for students; add perspective to the work of developing and

maintaining valid, realistic program objectives; and facilitate

communication process between students, instructors and other staff

members.

5. A well qualified and adequate supply of interpreters, notetakers and

tutors is absolutely essential to a successful effort. Special

technical equipment for the use of students as well as speech and

hearing services must be available. Counsellors with appropriate

training are also a necessity.

6. There are telling points on either side of the issue ofthe advisability

of self-contained and separate programs for adults with heaVng

impairments. By and large, experience has shown that an approach which

emphasizes integration into regular programs with specially designed

and clearly available Support services Zan provide 'students with a

1

1

'3 r1)
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wider range of choice and more opportunities for quality learning

experiences. Each student is provided with unique individual planning

and assessment. For some, the most appropriate form of instruction may

be participation within a special, separate program. For others, it

may be full or partial ,participation in regular programs, with the

provision of adequate support services. In every instance, educational

planning. is based on the needs of the student and not those of the

institution.'

7. Artificial barriers to program admission and exit must be removed and

individual assessment, as described earlier, must be provided. For

example, the majority of students can proceed directly into vocational

training rather than upgrading for such traihing, if the artificial

barriers described above are removed. Often it is these harriers, and

not the competencies needed to function successfully in a training

program and a related job, which are responsible for many of the

problems encountered in educational settings.

8. Successful efforts pave a sound and guaranteed funding base. They also

tend to be developed on the basis of community-based program planning.

Most particularly, there has to be a "critical mass" of students,

internal support services and resources in the wider community, if

programs are to be successful.

9. Knowledgeable, supportive, friendly attitudes on the part of staff and

other students have a profound effect on the potential success of

students with hearing impairments. Appropriate in-service cra,i,ing for

instructors and other staff as well as general awareness education are

key ingredients of,i successful effort.

10. There is no one model which is suited to the needs of every e6MmuniiN

or region. Each jurisMtion must learn from experiences elsewhere and
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design provisions which are most suitable for its specific

,characteristics and needs.

C. Summary

British Columbia tan learn from expereince elsewhere as it develops a

model for providing more educational opportunities for adults with hearing
4

impairments. It must do so with a true recognition of its own specific and

unique needs. The alternatives for action are clear, and they are outlined

in the bext and final section of this paper.

$

6

ro



\\IT ALTERNATIVES FOR ACTION

A. Overview

28

A major purpose of this paper is to stimulate discussion of current and

potential educational opportunities for adults with hearing impairments in

British Columbia. In this section, four alternatives for future

development are outlined. Each is then evaluated against selected

criteria, as follows:

V
Appropriateness Is it right to select this alternative? Does it,

provide Lor an equitable distribution of

educational)resources?
a

Adequacy Given the size of the problem, .will the .

alternative make enough of a difference to make

it worthwhile? Does it match the extent of the

needs?

Effectiveness How successful will this alternative be in

providing solutions to the problems?

Efficiency

%

How costly is the alternative compared to the

benefits obtained? Are the benefits obtained ,

worth the money and other resources used?

Side Effects What consequence might result from selecting

this alternative?
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B. The Four Alternatives

Alternative 1. Maintain the current situation.

'Appropriateness

Adequacy

Effectiveness.
tat

Efficiency

This approach would not provide suitable

educational opportunities. The needs of'adults

with hearing impairments would still be unmet,

and these citizens would continue to receive

an inequitable share of educational resources.

The solution would not be adequate, given the

extremely-low participation rates of adults with

hearing impairments in public education as well

as the cledr expressions of the need that have

byen articulated throughout the provioc'e for

more. educational services and programs.

The alternative would not provide clear policy.

guidelines, required support services or special

programs, or the necessary community-based

planning perspective.

In the short run, the province would save those

further funds, that might have been invested in

the education of adults with hearing

impairments. In the long run, this alternative

is the most cmaly because it would neglect the

development of human resources which, with

adequate educational opportunities, could

contribute in much greater ways to improved

economic and social life throughout the

province.
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Side Effects Increased frustration would be experienced by

many adults with hearing impairments. These

adults would have to continue to look outside

the province for educational opportunity.

ALTERNATIVE 2. Develop special services and programs throughout the

province.

Appropriateness This policy would maximize equity by providing a

level and range ',of educational opportunities

comparable to that of the population generally.

Adequacy Coverage would be provided throughout the

province and at, a variety of institutions, only.,

if a large amount of funds were available and

all institutions recognized and were willing to

provide for relevant educational needs. A

massive increase in complementary community

services and the availability of trained

interpreters would also be required.

Effectiveness Depending on the amount of funding available,

this would offer opportunities for many more

students than do current arrangements: Unless

the Ministry of Education were willing to

increase its capacity to coordinate and monitor

Adult Special Education very significantly,

effective quality control of support services

would not be available.

Efficiency The result would be duplication and under-

utilization of scarce educational resources.

0
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Side Effects
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dr
Unless very large amounts of funds were

available -kin unlikely possibility --the result

would be spotty and partial services which

would be costly without assuring effectiveness.

Significant pockets of inadequate service would

continue to exist because of low priority

accorded to these needs by some institutions.

ALTERNATIVE 3. Establish a provincial centre with comprehensive provisions

at one existing public education institution in the Lower

Mainland, discouraging provisions elsewhere.

Appropriateness The centre. would benefit Lower Mainland students

much more than others in the'-p,rovince.

Geography and residencg outside the Lower

Mainland would become major barriers to

equitable educational opportunity.

Adequacy Service would be more adequate than current

provisions, but would still be inadequate for

those who do not wan, or are not able to leave

their families and communities for education

and employment.

Effectiveness

Efficiency

4

1

The approach would pr'ovide clear policy

guidelines as ,well as quality programs and

services at one inptitution, discouraging

piecemeal program development.

Sigpificant economies of scale could be hchieved

by locating all services at one centre. Other

institutions might embark on costly efforts as

they respond to local pressures.
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Side Effects Despite the lack of encouragement, some

institutions might develop localized

provisions of questionable quality as they

attempt to meet community e essions of need.

This alternative would increa e the alienation

felt by some in other parts of the province

because of the centralization of provisions in

the Lower Mainland.

ALTERNATIVE 4. Establish a prow nail centre with comprehensive provisions
cx

at onq existing ubliceducation institution with a mandate

to assist, L4on request, 'other public education

institutions as they develop basic provisions.

Appropriateness Even with the limitations of 9.11 populations

of, persons with hearing impairmen and scarce

community services in all but a few communities

throughout the province, this would be a

realistic and most equitable solution.

.

Adequacy It would provide- a solid base at one central

iodation, encouraging the development of basic

programs and services elsewhere. Given

potential resources, this w221d be the most

logical way to meet the needs.

Effectiveness This alternative would provide clear policy

guidelines and quality services and programs,

emphasizing a central, comprehensive resource,

but maximizing the potential success of more

basic local responses.
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Side Effects

C. Conclusion
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Economics of scale,would be achieved by locating

many services and programs at one institution

while providing for coordination as welt as

support for other institutions.

Because this is the most complex alternative, it

would take longer to fully develop, causing' some

impatience and frustration, particularly to

those outside the Lower Mainland.

Each alternative outlined above has strengths as well as weaknesses.

When all the alternatives are weighed in light of the educational need, the
444

current provisions in the province and lessons to be lelVned from

experience elsewhere, it is clew that alternative four is the most

preferable.

Alternative A (the current state) while otherwise unappealing,

nevertheless costs the province nothing additionally in the short-term.

Alternative 2 (services throughout the province) would theoretically

maximize equity, adequacy and effectiveness, but only if a large amount of

resources Were made available. If this were not the case- -and given the

economic times, it is not likely to be the case--this alternative would

lead to confusion as well as a lack of equity and effectiveness. In any

Case, It might be quite inefficient and have negative side effects for the

reasons outlined.

Alternative 3 '(a provincial centre and no provisions otherwise) would

not be appropriate or adequate for those outside the Lower Mainland. It

would certainly maximize efficiency and effectiveness at the one centre,

resulting in a comprehensive range of provisions.

4,1
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Altgrnative 4 (a provincial centre With developmental services,

upon request, for other institutions) Would be the most difficult to

develop in logistical terms because it would involve maintaining a constant

balance between resources at and beyond the core, It would, probably be

more efficient than Alternative 'two, and possibly 3f444cient as

Alternative 3.

Given available resources and the dispersed geography of the province; it

might be the most realistic way in which to maximize appropriatepess,

adequacy and effectiveness.
I

The establishment of a provincial centre with a mandate to assist other

institutions requires adequate funding and a clear policy, but it also

requires more: a carefully worked out plan of action which will emphasize

the development of quality provisions and the maintenance of balance

between the centre and other locations. If alternative 4 is aappLed, a

distinction will have to,be made between the comprehensive provisions which

can be made at the centre and the basic provisiOns which can be made

elsewhere. Such a distinction would provide for the comprehensive,

continuous kitds of services and programs at one location which this report

indicates are preferable.

The one region of British Columbia which has all of the prerequisites

for the development of a centralized resource is the Lower Mainland. It

has the largest population with hearing impairments In the province. It

also has an impressive concentration of social, health and other social

services. Compared to any other region of the province it is t V most

accessible. It also has the most comprehensive range of educa lel

opportunities of any region.

One very limiting factor on the development of adequate

appropriate educational provisions for adults with hearing impairments tor

the scarcity of trained and certified interpreters. If educational

and
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opportunities are to be ilwreased, then more interpreters will have to be

available. A necessary complement to any augmentation of educational

provisions has to be the development of a provincially available

interpreter training program. Such a program should be located at the

provincial centre, but it shoulchailso be made available in other forms to

those who need it throughout the province.

Finally, a central resource located at an existing public educational

institution in British Columbia could bring benefits to other parts of

western Canada. Recent discussions among the four western provincial and

two territorial governments have established the need for more educational

opportunities for adults with hearing impairments thoughout western Canada.

A central resource in British Columbia could draw students from throughout

western Canada and benefit from accompanying economies of scale and wider

financial support.

The alternatives for the future are clear. So too is the current

situation. It now awaits a number of critical decisions-by government.

/15
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